5G – Review Answers
Try these

Look at the text again. Fill in the blanks to complete the sentences.
1. Excuse me, how how do we get to the castle?
2. Take the Midosuji Line—that’s the red line on your map—five stations south to Hommachi.
3. Change there to the Chuo line.
4. Get off there and you can follow the signs for the castle.
5. Take the Chuo Line from Morinomiya westbound to the second to last stop, Osakako.
6. After that, take the Chuo Line back to Hommachi, change to the Midosuji Line, and go north two
stops.
7. The Hilton is right opposite the station.

You try

Answers will vary.

Look at the map of the Osaka subway and answer the following questions.
How do you get from Umeda (Midosuji) to Morinomiya (Chuo)?

Take the train southbound two stations to Hommachi and change to the green Chuo line.
Take an eastbound train and go three stations along to Morinomiya station.

How do you get from Namba (Midosuji) to Taisho (Nagahori Tsurumi-ryokuchi)?

Inside Namba station follow signs for the Sennichimae line, which is pink. Take that line
westbound to Nishinagahori station, and change to the Nagahori Tsurumi-Ryokuchi line,
going southwest to Taisho.

How do you get from Dobutsuenmae (Midosuji) to Nishi-Umeda (Yotsubashi)?

Take the Midosuji line west one station to Daikokucho, and then change to the Yotsubashi
line. Take the Yotsubashi line north five stations and you will get to Nishi-Umeda.

How do you get from Umeda (Midosuji) to Dainichi (Tanimachi)?

Go on foot from Umeda to Higashi Umeda station, following signs in the underground
corridors. The Tanimachi line is purple, so look for the purple signs. Board the train bound
for Dainichi at Higashi-Umeda station, and go nine stations. It is the final station stop.
How about you?

Answers will vary.

Have you ever asked for directions in a foreign country, or has a foreigner ever asked you for directions?
What did you say?
I asked for directions for the Parthenon when I was in Athens. I said, “Excuse me, how do
I get to the Parthenon from here?”

What’s opposite your house? What’s next to it?
Opposite my house there is another house, and there are houses on either side as well. But
behind my house there is a small park.

Have you ever been lost? Where were you?
I got lost on the island of Crete during my tour of Greece. It was like a maze.

If your friends were visiting Osaka for one day, where would you take them?
I would take them to Tennoji zoo and then to Shinsekai.
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